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Nipples for percussion rifles, pistols, shotguns

To refresh, repair, and restore worn 1/4 - 28 nipple seat threads 
to safely fit our nipples with oversize threads. Set contains five 
oversize 1/4-28 taps: .255-28 (+.005”), .260-28 (+.010”), .265-28 
(+.015”), .270-28 (+.020”), .275-28 (+.025”).

Use these taps, in sequence, to enlarge a 1/4-28 thread. 
Install a matching oversize nipple where a standard 1/4-28 
nipple is unsafe. Use thread cutting oil. Stop when threads are 
restored. Do not enlarge nipple thread seats unnecessarily.

Made of tempered steel, use a tap handle. Properly used, taps 
should last a lifetime. They can be carelessly damaged, chipped, 
 broken, dulled, or rusted. Not warranted against failure. Repairs 
are best performed by skilled gunsmiths, experienced machinists 
or  serious hobbyists. Set of five is packed in a small wooden case. 
#Tool-Retap	 set of 5 oversize threading taps $69.99

• Individual oversize taps are now available: 
#Tool-Tap-05	 rethreading tap, .255-28 (1/4-28 + .005”)	 $14.99
#Tool-Tap-10	 rethreading tap, .260-28 (1/4-28 + .010”)	 $14.99
#Tool-Tap-15	 rethreading tap, .265-28 (1/4-28 + .015”)	 $14.99
#Tool-Tap-20	 rethreading tap, .270-28 (1/4-28 + .020”)	 $14.99
#Tool-Tap-25	 rethreading tap, .275-28 (1/4-28 + .025”)	 $14.99

Hot Shot® Nipples:
Crossed drilled through the cone to provide venting, reputed to 

give better ignition when using Pyrodex® powder, hunters like the 
ease of removing fired caps. Stainless steel tempered dark gray.
#Hot-Shot-RST	 nipple, 1/4-28 for T/C and others	 only	$5.99
#Hot-Shot-CVA	 nipple, 6-1mm for CVA, Traditions	 only	$5.99
#Hot-Shot-RLP	 nipple, 6-.75mm for Lyman rifles	 only	$5.99

Rethreading Taps

#RST-M-S	  rifle nipple for Musket cap, stainless only	$3.99
 • Standard 1/4-28 thread, except made for the military musket 
cap, for the  Thompson Center Hawken & Renegade, Browning 
Mountain Rifle, Mowrey Gun Works, Navy & Pedersoli Shotguns, 
Sharon, Ithaca, Santa Fe, Harrington & Richardson, many original 
antique arms, and nearly all modern  American made guns. 
 Hammer cups must be well centered to allow musket caps.

#MMS-I	 	 5/16-24, Musket cap, hardened steel only	$3.99
#MMS-SQ-S  5/16-24, Square Shoulder, stainless	 only	$4.99
  • 5/16-24 thread for 1861 & 1863 Springfield, Remington Zouave.

#MRS-S 5/16-24, #11 cap, stainless only	$3.99
#MRS-I 5/16-24, #11 cap, hardened steel only	$3.99
  • 5/16-24 thread, .312” for Springfield musket, #11 percussion 
cap. Use economical No. 11 caps for practice on your antique 
Springfield or replica Zouave musket. Restore badly worn shotguns 
to service using this, the largest nipple thread commonly made.

#MOS-S original Musket, 5/16-24, stainless only	$4.99
  • 5/16-24 with snug .315” thread, ideal for antiques or guns with 
a worn nipple seat, for musket cap, stainless steel, 1/4” square lug.

#MMI-S replica Colt’s Musket 8-1mm, stainless only	$4.99
  • 8-1mm thread, for Colt 1861 Special Contract Musket, Armi-
sport 1861 Springfield, and other replica Springfield muskets from 
Italy. Fine metric thread, musket cap, stainless, 1/4” square lug.

#EMS-I	 5/16-18, Enfield Musket, hardened steel only	$3.99
#EMS-SQ-S	 5/16-18, Square Shoulder, stainless only	$4.99
 • English made Parker Hale, original Enfield musket, and India 
replica. Musket cap, stainless or hardened, 1/4” square lug.
#ERS-S 5/16-18, #11 cap, stainless only	$3.99
 • English made Parker Hale, original Enfield musket, and India 
replica.  Accepts No. 11 cap, stainless steel, with 1/4” square lug.

Underhammer Nipples:
Our long 1/4-28 nipple extends to the center of the powder in an 

underhammer target rifle, for uniform ignition. For CCI No. 11 cap.
#UHC-5-S	 1/4-28 thread, 5/16” shank, stainless only	$5.99
#UHC-6-S	 1/4-28 thread, 3/8”  shank, stainless only	$5.99
#UHC-7-S	 1/4-28 thread, 7/16” shank, stainless only	$5.99
 Our long 1/4-32 nipple provides direct ignition in Numrich Arms 
or  Hopkins & Allen underhammer target rifles. For CCI No. 11 cap.
#UHF-5-S	 1/4-32 thread, 5/16” shank, stainless only	$5.99
#UHF-6-S	 1/4-32 thread, 3/8”  shank, stainless only	$5.99
#UHF-7-S	 1/4-32 thread, 7/16” shank, stainless only	$5.99

#Plug-TC-Scout-11	Breech	Plug	with	integral	nipple
for	T/C	Scout	Carbine,	Rifle	or	Pistol

Breech Plug with integral nipple for Thompson Center Scout 
carbine, rifle, or pistol, to fit #11 CCI or Remington cap. The vent 
holes are designed to “index” and align exactly with the vent holes 
in your T/C Scout frame. Made in the USA of 416 alloy Martensitic 
(hardened magnetic) stainless steel.

Replaces T/C part number 723.
#Plug-TC-Scout-11	 T/C plug & integral nipple only	$18.99
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	 #RST-MS

#EMI-I Italian Musket 8-1.25mm, hardened steel only	$3.99
#EMI-S Italian Musket 8-1.25mm, stainless only	$3.99
 • 8-1.25mm thread for Euroarms replica Enfield musket, Euro-
arms Alexander Henry .451” Volunteer rifle,  Whitworth hex bored 
rifle, Armisport 1853 Enfield musket, and other replicas from Italy.
Musket cap, stainless or hardened steel, 1/4” square lug.
#ERI-S Italian Musket 8-1.25mm, No. 11, stainless only	$3.99
• 8-1.25mm metric thread, for Euroarms Italian replica Enfield 
muskets, Euroarms .451” AH Volunteer rifle, Armisport 1853 
Enfield musket, for #11 percussion cap, stainless, 1/4” square lug.
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Order	online	24	hours	a	day
7	days	a	week.

www.trackofthewolf.com


